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Before answering the question-paper candidates

should ensure that they have been supplied to correct

and complete question-paper. No complaint, in this

regard, will be entertained after the examination.

Note : Attempt any Five questions. All questions

carry equal marks. Use of relevant Indian

Standards is allowed. Any data if missing

can be suitable assumed. Use of scientific

calculator is allowed.
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1. (a) Discuss principle requirement for

emergency disaster management. How

you differentiate between a disaster and

hazard ? 10

(b) Explain various classification available

to classify disasters. 10

2. (a) Discuss important features of cyclone.

Also, explain the cycline vulnerability in

India. 10

(b) Identify various flood regions with their

features on the map of India. 10

3. What are the causes and impacts of

desertifications ? Also discuss the measures

taken in India to combat desertification. 20

4. (a) How are sessimic waves harmful to

structures ? Explain with their

classifications. 10

(b) Give the classification of landslides. How

landslides can be studied and early

warning system can be developed ? 10

5. What are different types of transportation

disasters ? Explain with example. Also,

establish the saest transportation with data. 20

6. Name different causative factors leading to

chemical disaster. Also, explain the role of

different agencies for implementation of

guidelines to avoid a chemical disaster. 20

7. Explain with the example of cyclone Hudhud,

how GIS can be helpful in minimizing its

impact ? 20

8. Explain the institutional setup in India for

disaster management specifying the role for

each component of diaster management cycle.

20
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